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tropical vegetation of odd trees and lianas and mangoes and
thatched African jungle-huts and gleaming white teeth and
eyebrows. . . . Something steaming and tropical and
Swanee Riverish—going to the tune of Dixie.
§
So that to plunge straight out of Virginia into her western
neighbour is to receive an effect of muted strings—not so
much by contrast with the stretch of country between
Abingdon—which is a pleasant little place—and Bristol,
which isn't—as because one is slightly dismayed by finding
oneself on an upland road with, apparently, Chanctonbury
Ring, straight from Sussex in England, on a range of downs
perhaps four miles distant. It was here, or hereabouts, that
Tennessee made the nearly fatal grab at me that I have
recounted in the early pages of the book. . , . And shooting
past the very spot in this hurtling charabanc, I have to
shiver a little. Supposing Tennessee should again have a
shot at my life. ... I hasten to compound with the State
by pointing out that, according to Types of Farming, the
average rainfall of most of the State is of the normal Great
Route perfection and has the advantage of occurring in
bulk, mostly in the summer months. But, as to the little
corner that contains Memphis itself I have to remain
unrepentant. There rain, heat, and the average length of the
growing season exaggerate themselves with the result, I
suppose, that Memphis is the Metropolis of King Cotton,
and the hippoipotamon—the o being long as in the Greek
omega—can there tranquilly reproduce their kind . . .
and the rain distributes itself through the year. And there,
too, a certain luxuriance appears to creep into Nature and
domestic affairs. ... I have a vision of a planter's house
... of several planters* houses, but one in particular just
out of Memphis . . . that was everything that a planter's
house on a great plantation should be to satisfy the European
appetite . . .and me. ... A big house dating, I should
think for the most part, from since the war, with big rooms,
one in particular enormous and lit by large paned windows
from both ends, with a bluish atmosphere, and great logs

